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Abstract
We consider a generalized Mandelbrot’s martingale fYng and the associated Mandelbrot’s
measure ! on marked trees. If the limit variable Z = lim Yn is not degenerate, we study the
asymptotic behavior at innity of its distribution; in the contrary case, we prove that there is an
associated natural martingale Y n converging to a non-negative random variable Z
 with innite
mean. Both Z and Z lead to non-trivial solution of a distributional equation which extends
the notion of stable laws. Precise results are obtained about Hausdor measures and packing
measures of the support of the Mandelbrot’s measure. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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0. Introduction
We consider a non-negative martingale, fYng(n>1), dened as sums of products of
random weights indexed by nodes of a Galton{Watson tree. There is a natural random
measure, !, dened on the boundary of the Galton{Watson tree, with mass jj!jj =
Z(!) :=limn!1Yn(!). The classical model of Mandelbrot (1974) corresponds to the
case where the tree is a xed r-ary tree (r>2 being a constant) and all the weights
are independent and identically distributed; this classical model and its variations have
been studied by many authors since the work of Kahane and Peyriere (1976), see for
example Guivarc’h (1990), Collet and Koukiou (1992), Franchi (1993), Liu (1993),
Waymire and Williams (1995), Chauvin and Rouault (1996), Molchan (1996) and
Barral (1997). The advantage of the general model presented here is that it unies
the study of cascades and branching random walks, as well as some other subjects.
Although our model is much more general (and is therefore applicable to many elds),
we shall see that all the classical results of Kahane and Peyriere (1976) and Guivarc’h
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(1992) still hold, and we sometimes obtain some results which are also new even for
the canonical model.
Let us explain briey what we obtain in this paper. If the limit variable Z is
non-degenerate, we give a necessary and sucient condition for existence of moments
of any given order p> 1 (Theorem 2.1), and prove that under some moment condi-
tions, there is a number > 1 (explicitly determined) such that the limit of xP(Z >x)
exists and is strictly positive and nite as x !1 (Theorem 2.2); we also give a nec-
essary and sucient condition for existence of exponential moments of some order
s> 0 (Theorem 2.3), and obtain precise results on Hausdor measures of the support
of the measure ! (Theorem 2.4). If Z is degenerate, we prove that, instead of fYng,
there is another natural normalized martingale, fY n g, converging to a non-degenerate
random variable Z>0 (Theorem 2.5). Both Z and Z lead to solutions (with or with-
out mean) of the distributional equation Z =
P1
i=1 AiZi; where (A1; A2; : : :) is a given
random variable with values in [0;1)  [0;1)     and independent of (Z1; Z2; : : :),
the Zi’s being independent copies of Z .
The model is carefully described in Section 1, where a series of examples is given.
The main results are stated in Section 2. Some preliminary results about the random
dierence equation are stated in Section 3. The proofs of main theorems are given in
Sections 4{6.
1. The model, and some examples
Let N? = f1; 2;   g be the set of positive integers with the discrete topology. Put
N= f0g [N? and write
U =
1[
k=0
(N?)k
for the set of all nite sequences i= i1i2 : : : in (ik 2 N?), where by convention N?0 =
f;g contains the null sequence ;. Let
I = (N?)N
?
be the set of all innite sequences i = i1i2 : : : (ik 2 N?) with the product topology.
If i = i1i2 : : : in (n61) is a sequence, we write jij = n for its length, and ijk =
i1i2 : : : ik (k6n) for the curtailment of i after k terms; conventionally, j;j = 0 and
ij0 = ;. If i 2 U and j 2 U or I we write ij = (i; j) for the sequence obtained by
juxtaposition. In particular i;= ;i = i. We partially order U by writing i6 j to mean
that for some i0 2 U ; j = ii0, and we use a similar notation if i 2 U and j 2 I : If i
and j are two sequences, we write i ^ j for the maximal common sequence of i and j,
that is, the maximal sequence q such that q6 i and q6 j.
A tree T is a subset of U satisfying three conditions (cf. Neveu, 1986): (i) ; 2 T ;
(ii) if ij 2 T , then i 2 T ; (iii) if i 2 T and j 2 N?, then ij 2 T if and only if
16j6Ni for a positive integer Ni . We shall write N for N;. The boundary of a tree
T is dened as
@T = fi 2 I : ijn 2 T for all n 2 Ng:
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As a subset of I , it is a metrical and compact topological space with
B(i) = f j 2 @T : i6j g; i 2 T;
its topological basis; a possible choice of metric is
dc(i; j) = c−ji^jj;
where c is a given number in (1;1). The set B(i) is then a ball of radius c−jij.
An element of T is called a node. Each node u 2 T is marked with a vector
u = (Au1; Au2; : : :) of RN
?
+ , where R+ = [0;1). If 16j6Nu, we can imagine that
the number Auj is associated with the edge (u; uj) linking the nodes u and uj; the
values Auj for j>Nu are of no inuence for our purpose, and will be taken as 0 for
convenience. The marked tree will be denoted by (T; (u; u 2 T )).
Let T be the set of all trees, and 
 be the set of all marked trees ! (marked as
above). An element ! of 
 will be written as (T (!); (u; u 2 T (!))), where T (!) is
the underlying tree. We may regard T as the canonical projection from 
 to T. Thus
T may stand for a tree or an operator, according to the context. If ! is a marked tree
and if i 2 T (!), we write Ti(!) = f j 2 U : ij 2 T (!)g for the shifted tree of T (!) at
i. Note that Ti(!) 2 T. Denote by
zk(!) = fi 2 T (!): jij= kg
the set of nodes of T (!) with length k (k 2 N), and consider the ltration
Fk = f(Ni ; Ai1; Ai2; : : :): jij<k; i 2 T (!)g; k>1:
Let F :=(Fk ; k>1). For simplicity, we write (N; A1; A2; : : :) for (N;(!); A;1(!);
A;2(!); : : :).
By a result of Neveu (1986), for each probability distribution q on NRN?+ , there
is a probability law P = Pq on (
;F) such that
(i) the distribution of the random variable (N; A1; A2; : : :) is q;
(ii) given Fk , the random variables (Ni ; Ai1; Ai2 : : :); i 2 zk(!), are conditionally inde-
pendent, and their conditional distribution is q.
The property (ii) is referred as the branching property.
Assume that the initial distribution is normalized such that
E
 
NX
i=1
Ai
!
= 1
(in this paper we always make the convention that any sum over an empty set is taken
to be 0). If u 62 T (!), the values Au(!) are of no inuence for our problem, and may
be non-dened; however, for convenience, we set
Au = 0 if u 2 U n T (!):
In particular, for all u 2 T (!); Aui = 0 if u>Nu. Put
X; = 1; Xu = Au1Au1u2   Au1 :::un if u= u1 : : : un 2 u
and
Yn =
X
jvj=n;v2T (!)
Xv; n>1:
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Then (Yn;Fn) (n>1) is a (non-negative) martingale, so the limit Z = limn!Yn exists
almost surely (a.s.) with EZ61. Similarly, we put
Zu = lim
n!1
X
v=v1 :::vn 2Tu(!)
Auv1Auv1v2   Auv1 :::vn if u 2 T (!);
and Zu = 1 if u 2 U n T (!). Then Z = Z;, and, by the branching property, given Fn,
the random variables Zu; u 2 zn(!), are conditionally independent, and their conditional
law is the distribution of Z . It is easily seen that for almost all ! 2 
 and all u 2 T (!),
XuZu =
NuX
i=1
XuiZui:
Therefore for almost all ! 2 
, there is a unique Borel measure, called !, dened
on @T (!), such that
!(B(u)) = XuZu for all u 2 T (!):
We extend it as a Borel measure on I by letting !(A)=!(A\@T (!)). Then ! is a
random measure on I with mass Z(!). This measure was introduced in Liu (1993) for
calculations of exact Hausdor dimensions of some random fractals. A similar measure
in an Euclidean space Rd was constructed in Mauldin and Williams (1986). One can
easily check that for all u 2 T (!),
!(B(u)) = Z(!) lim
n!1
P
jvj=n;v2T (!); u6v XvP
jvj=n;v2T (!) Xv
:
The preceding identity on Zu shows, in particular, that the distribution of Z satises
the equation
Z =
NX
i=1
AiZi; (E)
where given (N; A1; A2; : : :), the random variables Zi (16i6N ) are conditionally inde-
pendent, and their conditional distribution is the law of Z . In terms of characteristic
functions or Laplace transforms, it reads
(t) = E
NY
i=1
(Ait); (E0)
where (t)=E(eitZ) or E(e−tZ); t 2 R or R+, and the empty product is taken to be 1.
Let us now give some typical examples to illustrate the model. The results that we
shall obtain can be applied to each of these examples.
Example 1.1 (Self-similar cascades on a c-ary tree). N = c is a constant >2, and
A1; : : : ; Ac are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). In this case,
T (!) = T :=
1[
k=0
f1; : : : ; cgk (f1; : : : ; cg0 = f;g)
is a xed c-ary tree,
@T (!) = @T = f1; : : : ; cgN?
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is the set of innite sequences of integers between 1 and c, Au =Wu=c for all u 2 T ,
where fWug(u2T ) is a family of non-negative i.i.d. random variables with EW1 =1. Let
 be the natural Borel measure on @T such that
(B(u)) = c−n for all u= u1 : : : un 2 T; n> 0;
and let f(n)! g(n>0) be a sequence of (random) Borel measures on @T such that, on
each B(u) with u= u1 : : : un 2 T ,
(n)! has a density Au1 : : : Au1 :::unc
n
with respect to . The Mandelbrot’s (random) measure, 1! , is then dened as limit
of (n)! as n!1. It is easily veried that ! = 1! .
Kahane and Peyriere (1976) studied the non-degeneration and moments of Z , and
gave the Hausdor dimension of the random measure !. Guivarc’h (1990) investigated
the equation (E), and gave an equivalence of the tail probabilities P(Z >x) as x !1
in the non-lattice case. Their works were motivated by questions raised by Mandelbrot
(1974) for study of turbulence. Closely related results are given in Kahane (1987),
Ben Nasr (1987), Holley and Waymire (1992), Collet and Koukiou (1992), Franchi
(1993), Waymire and Williams (1995), Liu (1993, 1996b) and Barral (1997).
To investigate invariant measures of some innite particle systems, Holley and
Liggett (1981) studied the martingale fYng and the solutions of (E) in the case where
N = c is a constant >2, and the Ai’s (16i6c) are xed multiples of one random
variable, and Durrett and Liggett (1983) considered the more general case where N is
constant but the Ai’s (16i6c) have arbitrary joint distribution.
Example 1.2 (The Galton{Watson process).
(a) A1 =   = AN is constant. This is the case where 1<m= EN <1 and Ai = 1=m
if (16i6N ). Therefore Au = 1=m for all u 2 T (!), and
Yn =
card (zn)
mn
(n>1)
becomes the well-known martingale in the theory of branching processes, card(zn)
being the population size at nth generation of a Galton{Watson process with ospring
distribution given by N . Similar martingales arise in general age-dependent branching
processes. Many authors have contributed to the subject, see for example Harris (1948),
Kesten and Stigum (1966), Seneta (1968, 1969), Athreya (1971), Athreya and Ney
(1972), Doney (1972, 1973) and Bingham and Doney (1974, 1975).
It is also easily seen that the measure ! becomes the \branching measure" on
@T (!): we have, for all u 2 T (!),
!(B(u)) = Z(!) lim
n!1
cardfv 2 T (!): u6v; jvj= ng
cardfv 2 T (!): jvj= ng :
(b) Assume N>1 a.s. and let Aui = 1=Nu for all u 2 T (!) and all 16i6Nu. The
random measure ! is then the \equally splitting measure" on @T (!), in that for all
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u= u1 : : : un 2 T (!),
!(B(u)) =
n−1Y
i=0
1
Nuji
; n>1:
This measure will be denoted by !. It corresponds to the Lebesgue measure on [0; 1].
The two random measures ! and ! (dened above) have been well studied, see
for example Hawkes (1981), Lyons et al. (1995), Liu and Rouault (1996).
Example 1.3 (Self-similar cascades on the Galton{Watson tree). N>1 a.s. and Ai =
Wi=N if 16i6N; fWi: i>1g being a sequence of i.i.d. non-negative random variables
with EW1 = 1, which are also independent of N . Let fNu: u 2 Ug and fWu: u 2 Ug
be two independent family of non-negative i.i.d. random variables with N = N; 2 N?
a.s. and EW1 = 1. Let ! be the equally splitting measure on @T (!) dened as in
Example 1:2, and let (n)! be a Borel measure on @T (!) such that on each B(u) with
u 2 zn(!),
(n)! has a density Wu1 : : : Wu1 :::un
with respect to !. Put Aui =Wui=Nu if u 2 T (!) and 16i6Nu. It is then easily seen
that
! = lim
n! 
(n)
! :
This is a natural generation of the Mandelbrot’s measure to the Galton{Watson tree.
Peyriere (1977) constructed such a measure on [0; 1] rather than on @T (!).
Example 1.4 (The branching random walk). The law of (N; A1; A2; : : :) is arbitrary. An
initial particle, ;, is placed at 0 of the real line R. It gives birth to N = N;(!)>0
new particles, u, with displacements Bu; 16u6N . The random variable (N; B1; : : : ; BN )
can be considered as a point process on R. Each of these new particles, u, behaves
independently each other, and gives birth to Nu particles, denoted ui, with displacements
Bui from the position of u; 16i6Nu, the random variable (Nu; Bu1; : : : ; BuNu) having the
same law as (N; B1; : : : ; BN ). The process continues in a like manner. If u= u1 : : : un is
a particle in nth generation, then its position on R is given by
Su = Bu1 +   + Bu1 :::un ; n>1:
Assume 1<EN and let  2 R be such that m() :=EPNi=1 e−Bi <1. As usual, let
T (!) be the family tree of the process, and let zn(!) be the set of individuals in nth
generation. Then the sequence
W ()n :=m()
−n X
u2zn(!)
e−Su ; n>1;
is the natural martingale well-studied in the theory of branching random walk, see
for example Biggins (1977, 1979), Biggins and Kyprianou (1997), and Chauvin and
Rouault (1996). We remark that the martingale fW ()n g is just our martingale fYng
with
Au = m()−1e−Bu for all u 2 T (!) n f;g:
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The martingale (Yn) and Eq. (E), in its various forms, were also used to study
some fractal sets or ows in networks, implicitly or directly by Mauldin and Williams
(1986), Falconer (1986, 1987) and Liu (1993, 1996a). Recently, Rosler (1992) and Liu
(1996b, 1997a) studied the distributional equation (E) in a general setting.
Let us end this section with some further notations. If E is a set or a statement,
we write 1E or 1fEg for its indicator function, and card(E) for its cardinality. If X
is a random variable, we write L(X ) or PX for its probability law, and we dene
jjX jjp = E(jX jp) if p 2 (0; 1); jjX jjp = [E(jX jp)]1=p if p 2 [1;1), and jjX jj1= ess
sup jX j. As usual, we write f(t)  g(t) to mean that limt f(t)=g(t) = 1, and we put
log+x = log x if x>1, and log+x = 0 otherwise.
2. Main results
We shall always use the convention that 0 log 0 = 0. Recall that Z is the a.s. limit
of fYngn and that Y1 =
PN
i=1 Ai by our notations.
The following results have been known.
Theorem 2.0 (Non-degeneration of Z ; solution of (E)).
(i) Assume that EjPNi=1 Ai logAij<1. Then EZ = 1 if
E[Y1 log
+ Y1]<1 and −1<E
NX
i=1
Ai logAi < 0; (2.1)
and Z = 0 a.s. otherwise.
(ii) Assuming only that 1<E ~N (which is not necessarily nite) and EY1 = 1. Then
the equation (E) has always a non-trivial solution; and there is at most one
solution with mean 1.
Here, we only consider solutions of (E) in the class of probability laws on [0;1).
It will be useful to remark that the conditions in (2.1) imply the integrability ofPN
i=1 Ai logAi:
Part (i) is due to Kesten and Stigum (1966) if A1=  =AN=constant, due to Doney
(1972) if Ai61 (16i6N ), to Kahane and Peyriere (1976) if N=c>2 is constant and
Ai (16i6c) are i.i.d., and to Durrett and Liggett (1983) if N is constant; it was proved
by Biggins (1977) if
PN
i=1 Ai(log
+Ai)2<1, by Liu (June 1994, see Liu, 1997a) if
EN <1 and by Lyons (July 1994, see Lyons, 1996) with no additional condition.
For Part (ii), the existence was shown in Liu (1998, Theorem 1:1); for a proof of the
uniqueness, see Liu (1997a, Corollary 4:2).
The following results will be shown. In Theorems 2.1{2.3 below, we assume (2.1)
and P(Y1 = 1)< 1. Thus Z is not a.s. constant.
Theorem 2.1 (Moments). For each xed p> 1; E(Zp)<1 if and only if
E[Yp1 ]<1 and E
"
NX
i=1
Api
#
< 1:
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Several authors obtained this result in special cases and in very dierent contexts.
For example, it was proved by Kahane and Peyriere (1976) for Mandelbrot’s cascades
(where N is a constant>2 and A1; : : : ; AN are i.i.d.); by Bingham and Doney (1974,
1975) for the Galton{Watson process and the Crump{Mode{Jagers process (where
Ai61 a.s. for all i); by Durrett and Liggett (1983) for smoothing processes (where N
is a constant>2), and by Biggins (1979, p. 26; Biggins, 1992, p. 139) for p 2 (1; 2)
in the context of branching random walks. Mauldin and Williams (1986, Theorem 2.1)
also gave a proof for the suciency of the conditions when p 2 f2; 3; : : :g and Ai61
for all i in the context of random fractals. The case where p 2 f2; 3; : : :g was also
considered by Rosler (1992, Theorems 9 and 10) for a little more general equation
where the right side of (E) has an extra term C independent of fZig. Using the method
of Kahane and Peyriere (1976) and that of Bingham and Doney (1975), Liu (1997a)
obtained the conclusion in one of the following cases: (i) p 2 (1; 2) or p = 2; 3; : : : ;
(ii) jjN jj1<1, (iii)jjmax16i6NAijj1<1. To remove these extra conditions, a new
method will be applied.
We remark that if E[
PN
i=1 A
p
i ]< 1 for all p> 1, then jjsup16i6NAijjp61 for all
p> 1, and so jjsup16i6NAijj161. Conversely, if a.s. Ai61 for all 16i6N , then the
function (x)=
PN
i=1 A
x
i is decreasing in x 2 [1;1); it is in fact strictly decreasing by
(2.1) because 0(x) = E
PN
i=1 A
x
i logAi < 0, x>1, remarking that 
0(x) = 0 if and only
if P(N = 0; or Ai 2 f0; 1g 8i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng) = 1, which cannot occur since 0(1)< 0.
Therefore, by Theorem 1 we obtain
Corollary 2.1. Z has moments of all orders if and only if
P(8i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng; Ai61) = 1 and E[Yp1 ]<1 for all p> 1:
The cascade will be called lattice if for some h> 0 and almost all ! 2 
, each
log Ai is an integer multiple of h whenever 16i6N and Ai > 0; the largest such h
will be called the span. Otherwise, it is called non-lattice.
Theorem 2.2 (Tail probabilities). Suppose that for some > 1;
E
"
NX
i=1
Ai
#
= 1; E
"
NX
i=1
Ai log
+ Ai
#
<1 and E
" 
NX
i=1
Ai
! #
<1:
If the cascade is non-lattice; then the limit limx!1 xP(Z >x) exists and is strictly
positive and nite; if the cascade is lattice; then
0< lim inf
x!+1 x
P(Z >x)6 lim sup
x!+1
xP(Z >x)<1:
The theorem is applicable in the case where P(8i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng; Ai61)< 1. In the
contrary case, the situation diers according to jjN jj1<1 or =1. If jjN jj1<1,
then P(Z >x) decreases exponentially: the following result was proved by Liu (1996b).
Assume jjN jj1<1 and that for some x> 0; jj
PN
i=1 A
x
i jj161: Let  be the least
solution in (1;1) of the equation jjPNi=1 Ai jj1 = 1. (Such a solution certainly ex-
ists under the preceding conditions.) Assume also that for some constants 0<< 1;
06a<1; 0<C <1 and all 0<x< 1 suciently small, P(PNi=1 Ai > 1 − x and
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Ai6 for all 16i6N )>Cxa. Then for some constants 0<c16c2<1 and all x> 0
suciently large,
expf−c2x=(−1)g6P(Z>x)6expf−c1x=(−1)g:
If jjN jj1 =1, then the tails of Z behave as those of Y1: see Bingham and Doney
(1975).
Theorem 2.2 is due to Guivarc’h if N = c>2 is constant and Ai (16i6c) are i.i.d.
The proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 develops an idea of Guivarc’h (1990), which con-
siders a random dierence equation satised by the probability measure xPZ(dx). In
the canonical case of Mandelbrot, Guivarc’h obtained such an equation by an algebra
calculation of measures; this calculation is no longer possible in the general case be-
cause of the possible dependence of fAng. To overcome this diculty, we shall use a
natural decomposition of Z using Peryere’s measure (Section 4).
The following result gives a necessary and sucient condition for Z to have an
analytic characteristic function.
Theorem 2.3 (Exponential moments). The following assertions are equivalent: (i) a.s.
Ai61 for all 16i6N; and EetY1 <1 for some t > 0; (ii) EesZ <1 for some s> 0.
The implication (i) ) (ii) is a direct consequence of Theorem 6 of Rosler (1992).
To state our next result let us recall the notions of Hausdor measure and packing
measure. (See for example Taylor and Tricot, 1985.) Let (E; d) be a metric space and
g be a measure function, that is, a continuous and non-decreasing function dened on
[0; a] for some a> 0 such that g(0) = 0. The g-Hausdor (outer) measure of AE
is dened as
g-H (A) = lim
!0+
inf
( 1X
i=1
g(jUij): A
1[
i=1
Ui; jUij6
)
;
where jUij represents the diameter of Ui. If we use covers of just balls, we obtain the
spherical g-Hausdor measure. On (I; dc), the spherical g-Hausdor measure coincides
with the ordinary g-Hausdor measure, see Liu (1996a, Lemma 0). The g-packing
measure of A is dened as
g-P(A) = inf
( 1X
i=1
g- P(Ai): A
1[
i=1
Ai
)
;
where, for each AE,
g- P(A) = lim
!0+
sup
( 1X
i=1
g(jBij): Bi are disjoint balls
with center in A and diameter jBij6
)
:
If g(t) = ta, we write a-H (A) for g-H (A), and a-P(A) for g-P(A). The Hausdor
dimension of A is dened as
dim(A) = supfa> 0: a-H (A) =1g= inffa> 0: a-H (A) = 0g:
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The packing dimension Dim(A) is dened in a similar way. To study the Hausdor
measures and packing measures of the support of !, for simplicity, we assume
E[Y1(log
+Y1)2]<1; E
NX
i=1
Ai(logAi)2<1 and E
NX
i=1
Ai logAi < 0; (2.2)
and we write
=−E
NX
i=1
Ai logAi=log c and 2 = E
NX
i=1
Ai (logAi)2
 
E
NX
i=1
Ai logAi
!2
: (2.3)
Liu and Rouault (1996) showed that  is a.s. the Hausdor dimension of !, in that
! is supported by a Borel set K with dimension , and all Borel set with dimension
< is of ! measure 0. This just says that the measure ! is almost surely supported
by a Borel set K with
b-H (K) =1 if 0<b< and b-H (K) = 0 if b>;
and all Borel set B @T (!) with b-H (B) = 0 for some b< is of ! measure 0.
[That is, a.s. on @T (!), !().b-H () for all b<.] To get more precise results, let
us distinguish 2 cases:
(a) for some constant 0<a<1, a.s. Ai = 0 or a for all 16i6N ;
(b) the contrary case.
We shall see that 2 = 0 in case (a), and 2> 0 in case (b): cf. Lemma 5.1.
In case (a), the constant a is necessarily 1=E ~N , where ~N =
PN
i=1 1fAi > 0g is the
number of non-zero terms of Ai; 16i6N . This is just the simple Galton{Watson case.
By a theorem of Liu (1996a), it is then known that
-H (@T ) = rZ;
where =1−(logE ~N=log jj ~N jj1) (=1 if jj ~N jj1=1); (t)=t(log+log+(1=t)) with
 = logE ~N=log c, and r = supft>0: E(etZ1=)<1g 2 [0;1]. Of course, this implies
that the measure  is a.s. supported by a Borel set with -measure strictly positive
and nite if 0<r<1 (which is the case when either jj ~N jj1<1 or Eet ~N <1 for
some but not all t > 0: see Liu 1996a).
We therefore only consider the case (b).
Theorem 2.4 (Hausdor measures of support of !). Assume (2:2) and that there
does not exist a constant a 2 (0;1) such that a.s. Ai=0 or a for all 16i6N . Let 2
be dened by (2:3). Write =
p
22=log c and
 b(t) = teb
p
log+(1=t)log+ log+ log+(1=t); b 2 (−1;1):
Then 0<<1; and; for almost all ! 2 
; the measure ! is supported by a Borel
set K with
 b-H (K) =
(1 if b>;
0 if b<;
and  b-P(K) =
(1 if b>− ;
0 if b<− ;
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consequently; writing  b(t) = t(log
+ 1
t )
b; −1<b<1; we have 1
-H (K)= b-H (K)=0 for all b> 0 and -P(K)= b-P(K)=1 for all b< 0:
Moreover; almost surely; all Borel sets B with  b-H (B) = 0 for some b> is of
!-measure 0. (That is; a.s. !. b-H for all b>:)
For applications of the theorem to examples of Section 1, the following observations
are useful. In Example 1.1,
2 = EW1(logW1)2 − (E W1logW1)2
and 2 =0 if and only if for some constant a> 0; W1 =0 or a a.s. In Example 1.2(b),
2 = E(logN )2 − (E logN )2;
and 2 = 0 if and only if for some constant c 2 N?; N = c a.s. In Example 1.3,
2 = EW1(logW1)2 − (EW1logW1)2 + E(logN )2 − (E logN )2;
and 2 = 0 if and only if for some constants a> 0 and c 2 N?; W1 = 0 or a and
N = c a.s. An another example, equally interesting, is the case where given N =
n>2; fAig16i6n are i.i.d., and their conditional law is the law of A1. Then
2 = (EN )E[A1(logA1)2]− [(EN )EA1logA1)]2;
and 2 = 0 if and only if a.s., A1 = 0 or 1=[(EN )P(A1> 0)].
We have already seen that in case (a) and under some conditions, there is a gauge
 for which  is a.s. supported by a set with -measure strictly positive and nite.
We believe that in case (b), such a gauge would not exist. However, if we consider
d(u; v)=Xu^v instead of the distance dc, we can prove a result which is similar to that
in the case (a): cf. Liu (1993).
In the case where N = c is a constant >2 and A1; : : : ; Ac are independent and
identically distributed, the dimension result is due to Kahane and Peyriere (1976); it
was also shown, by Kahane (1987), that ! is a.s. supported by a Borel set K with
g-H (K) = 0 if g is a measure function satisfying
R 1
0 g(t)t
−−1 dt <1. (This integral
condition holds for example for g(t)=t(log(1=t))−(1+) with > 0, which is a function
smaller then t.) We remark that Kahane’s result cannot imply -H (K) = 0.
It was shown, by Liu (1998), that the functional function (E0) has always non-trivial
solutions, even if Z is degenerate. What these solutions stand for? The next theo-
rem shows that, in the case where Z is degenerate, there are other natural weighted
martingales converging to non-degenerate random variables and leading to non-trivial
solutions of (E0).
Theorem 2.5 (Normalized martingales in the case where Z = 0 a.s.).
(a) If E
PN
i=1 Ai logAi = 0; then
Y n =
X
juj=n;u2T (!)
Xulog
1
Xu
; n>1;
1 It suces to remark that limt!0
 b(t)
b0(t)
=

0 if b0> 0 and b> 0;
1 if b0< 0 and b< 0:
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is a martingale (associated with the ltration fFng); where the sum is taken
over all nodes u of T (!) with length n such that Xu > 0. If additionally;
for some > 0; E ~N
1+
<1 and E
 
NX
i=1
Ai
!1+
<1;
then for some non-degenerate random variable Z>0;
lim
n!1 Y

n = Z
 P-a:s:
Moreover; the Laplace transform of Z; (t) = Ee−tZ
∗
; t>0; is a (non-trivial)
solution of (E0) satisfying
lim
t!0+
1− (t)
tjlog tj = 1:
(b) If E
PN
i=1 Ai logAi > 0; then
Y ()n =
X
juj=n;u2T (!)
X u ; n>1;
is a martingale (associated with the ltration fFng); where  is the unique num-
ber in (0; 1) satisfying E
PN
i=1 A

i = 1. If additionally;
E
 
NX
i=1
Ai
!
log+
 
NX
i=1
Ai
!
<1;
then for some non-degenerate random variable Z>0;
lim
n!1 Y
()
n = Z P-a:s:
Moreover; the function (t) = Ee−t
Z ; t>0; is a Laplace transform of some
probability distribution on [0;1); and is a (non-trivial) solution of (E0) satisfying
lim
t!0+
1− (t)
t
= 1:
We remark that the martingale fY n g satises EY n = 0 (n>1); it is in general not
non-negative. However, since limn!1maxjuj=n;u2T (!) Xu=0 a.s., we see that for almost
all !, there is n0(!) 2 N such that Y n (!)>0 for all n>n0(!). This is dierent to
saying that for some n0> 0 suciently large and all n>n0; Y n (!)>0 a.s. It would
be interesting to prove the a.s. convergence of fY n g without assuming the moment
conditions of order 1 + .
3. The random dierence equation
In this section, (
;F; P) denote an arbitrary probability space, (A; B) and (An; Bn)
(n>1) are i.i.d. random variable dened on (
;F; P), with values in R2.
Consider the random dierence equation
X L=AX + B; (3.1)
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where X is a real random variable independent of (A; B), and L= denotes equality in
law; the law of X is unknown. In terms of characteristic functions, the equation reads
(t) = E[eiBt(At)]; t 2 R: (3.10)
A probability law, , is said to be a solution of (3.1) if there is a random variable X
having  as its law and satisfying (3.1); when we say that a random variable X is the
unique solution of (3.1), we mean that the corresponding law is the unique solution.
Lemma 3.1 (Grintsevichyus, 1974, Theorem 1 and Proposition 1). If
P(A 6= 0) = 1; −1<E log jAj< 0 and E log+jBj<1; (3.2)
then (3:1) has a unique solution; and this solution is given by
X = B1 + A1B2 + A1A2B3 +   + A1   An−1Bn +    (3.3)
the series being convergent a.s.
Lemma 3.2. Assume (3:2) and let X be the unique solution of (3:1). Let p be any
xed number in (0;1). If
E(jAjp)< 1 and E(jBjp)<1; (3.4)
then E(jX jp)<1; the converse holds if additionally A>0 and B>0 a.s. with
P(B> 0)> 0.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we can suppose that X is given by (3.3). If jjAjjp < 1 and
jjBjjp <1, then by (3.3) and the triangular inequality for jj:jjp, we obtain
jjX jjp6jjBjjp + jjAjjpjjBjjp +   + jjAjjn−1p jjBjjp +   =
jjBjjp
1− jjAjjp <1:
Conversely if A>0 and B>0 a.s. and if X is a solution of (3.1) with E(jX jp)<1,
then X>0 by (3.3), and E(Bp)6E[(AX + B)p]<1 by (3.1); since P(B> 0)> 0,
we have also P(X > 0)> 0; 0<E(Xp)<1 and
E[(AX )p]<E[(AX + B)p] = E(Xp);
which implies E[(A)p]< 1 by the independence of A and X .
Lemma 3.3 (Kesten, 1973; Grintsevichyus, 1975). Assume that P(A> 0) = P(B>0)
= 1; P(B> 0)> 0; and that for some  2 (0;1);
E(A) = 1; E(A log+ A)<1 and E(B)<1:
Let X be the unique solution of (3:1) and suppose that X is not a.s. a constant.
[That is; there does not exist a constant c such that P(c = Ac + B) = 1:] Then
(a) if log A is not of lattice type (that is; there does not exist h> 0 such that a.s.
log A is an integer multiple of h); then for some constant d 2 (0;1);
lim
x!1 x
P(X >x) = d; (3.5)
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(b) if logA is of lattice type with span h> 0; then for each x 2 R; there is d(x) 2
(0;1) such that
lim
n!1 e
(x+nh)P(X > ex+nh) = d(x): (3.6)
In the non-lattice case, the result was proved by Kesten (1973); it was also proved
independently by Grintsevichyus (1975) under an additional condition. A simple proof
was given by Guivarc’h (1990). For the lattice case, see Grintsevichyus (1975).
4. The random dierence equation satised by xPZ(dx);
proofs of Theorems 2.1{2.3
For u 2 U , we use the notations Au; Xu and Zu introduced in Section 1. For (!; i) 2

  I , put
~Z(!; i) = Z;(!) = Z(!);
~A1(!; i) = Aij1(!);
~Z1(!; i) = Zij1(!):
They are measurable functions on 
  I associated with the product -eld of F
and B, B being the Borel -eld on I . Let Q be the Peyriere’s measure on 
  I ,
dened by
Q(A) = E
Z
I
1A(!; i)!(di); A 2FB:
As EZ = 1; Q is a probability measure. We write EQ[f] for the integration of f
with respect to Q. The following results give the distributions of the random variables
~Z; ( ~A1; ~B1), and shows that the probability law xPZ(dx) satises a random dierence
equation. Let us recall the convention that the empty sum is taken to be 0.
Lemma 4.1. For all (!; i) 2 
  I ;
~Z(!; i) = ~A1(!; i) ~Z1(!; i) + ~B1(!; i);
where
~B1(!; i) =
N (!)X
i=1
Ai(!)Zi(!)1f(ij1) 6= ig;
~Z1 is Q-independent of ( ~A1; ~B1); and has the same distribution as ~Z . Moreover; for
all non-negative Borel functions f; g and h (dened on R or R2);
EQ[f( ~A1)] = E
"
NX
i=1
f(Ai)Ai
#
;
EQ[f( ~B1)] = E
2
4 X
16k6N
Akf
0
@ X
16i6N; i 6=k
AiZi
1
A
3
5 ;
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EQ[h( ~A1; ~B1)] = E
2
4 X
16k6N
Akh
0
@Ak; X
16i6N; i 6=k
AiZi
1
A
3
5 ;
EQ[g( ~Z1)] = E[g(Z)Z] = EQ[g( ~Z)]:
In particular; P ~Z(dx) = xPZ(dx).
Proof. We have
Aij1Zij1 = AiZi if (ij1) = i
=
1X
i=1
AiZi1f(ij1) = ig=
NX
i=1
AiZi1f(ij1) = ig;
Z =
NX
i=1
AiZi =
NX
i=1
AiZi[1f(ij1) = ig+ 1f(ij1) 6= ig]
= Aij1Zij1 +
NX
i=1
AiZi1f(ij1) 6= ig:
Therefore
~Z(!; i) = ~A1(!; i) ~Z1(!; i) + ~B1(!; i):
We claim that ~Z1 is independent of ( ~A1; ~B1), and has the same distribution as ~Z ; by
the way, we shall give the distribution of ( ~A1; ~B1). In fact, for all non-negative Borel
functions g and h, we have
EQ[h( ~A1; ~B1)g( ~Z1)] = E
2
4 X
16k6N
h
0
@Ak; X
16i6N; i 6=k
AiZi
1
A g(Zk)AkZk
3
5
= E
2
4 X
16k6N
Akh
0
@Ak; X
16i6N; i 6=k
AiZi
1
A
3
5 E[g(Z)Z]:
Taking g = 1 or h = 1 gives the expressions of EQ[h( ~A1; ~B1)] and EQ[g( ~Z1)]. Conse-
quently
EQ[h( ~A1; ~B1)g( ~Z1)] = EQ[h( ~A1; ~B1)] EQ[g( ~Z1)]:
This gives the independence of ( ~A1; ~B1) and ~Z1. The expressions of EQ[f( ~A1)] and
EQ[f( ~B1)] come from EQ[h( ~A1; ~B1)] by taking h(x; y) = f(x) or f(y). So the proof
is nished.
Lemma 4.2. For all p> 1;
EQ[( ~B1)p−1]6
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
E
" 
NX
k=1
Ak
!p#
if p62;
E[Zp−1]E
" 
NX
k=1
Ak
!p#
if p> 2:
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Proof. By Lemma 4.1,
EQ[( ~B1)p−1] = E
2
64 X
16k6N
Ak
0
@ X
16i6N; i 6=k
AiZi
1
A
p−1375 :
Denote by I the expectation above. If p− 161, then by the concavity of the function
x 7! xp−1 and Jensen’s inequality, for xed k; 16k6N ,
E
2
64
0
@ X
16i6N; i 6=k
AiZi
1
A
p−1F1
3
756
0
@E
2
4 X
16i6N; i 6=k
AiZi
F1
3
5
1
A
p−1
=
0
@ X
16i6N; i 6=k
Ai
1
A
p−1
6
 
NX
i=1
Ai
!p−1
;
so that I6E[(
PN
k=1 Ak)
p]; If p− 1>1, using the inequality
(
X
aizi)p−16
X
aiz
p−1
i ; ai>0;
X
ai = 1; zi>0
(the convexity of the function z 7! zp−1) for ai = Ai=
P
j 6=k Aj and zi = Zi; i 6= k, we
obtain0
@X
i 6=k
AiZi
1
A
p−1
6
0
@X
i 6=k
Ai
1
A
p−20
@X
i 6=k
AiZ
p−1
i
1
A
(if
P
j 6=k Aj = 0, the inequality is evident). Consequently
I 6 E(Zp−1)E
2
64 NX
k=1
Ak
0
@X
i 6=k
Ai
1
A
p−20
@X
i 6=k
Ai
1
A
3
75
6 E(Zp−1)E
" 
NX
i=1
Ai
!p#
:
The rst part of the following result may be considered as a consequence of Theorem
8:1:4 of Bingham et al. (1987, p. 332). For convenience of readers, we present a direct
proof, following some ideas of Feller (1971, Chapter III.9).
Lemma 4.3. Let  be a probability distribution on R and; for all x>0 and all a 2 R;
put Ma(x) =
R1
x u
a(du) (61). Then we have the following relations between the
tail probability M0(x) = (x;1) and the truncated moments Ma(x); a 6= 0:
(i) let ‘(:) be a function slowly varying at 1. Then for each > 0 and each a 2
R with  − a> 0; as x ! 1; M0(x)  x−‘(x)= if and only if Ma(x) 
x−(−a)‘(x)=(− a);
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(ii) if for some a> 0; b> 1; c> 0; d> 0 and > 0; limn!1 (cbn)Ma(cbn) = d;
then
1− 1− b
−a
1− b−−a

d6 lim inf
n!1
M0(cbn)
(cbn)−(a+)
6 lim sup
n!1
M0(cbn)
(cbn)−(a+)
6

1− (1− b
−a)b−
1− b−−a

d:
Proof. (i) We begin with the following identities: for all x> 0 and all a 2 R,
(a) Ma(x)− xaM0(x) = a
Z 1
x
ya−1M0(y) dy;
(b) M0(x)− x−aMa(x) =−a
Z 1
x
y−a−1Ma(y) dy:
Both identities follow from Fubini’s theorem, remarking that the right-hand sides can
be expressed as double integrals using the denition of Ma.
If M0(x) varies regularly at 1 with exponent −, we apply Theorem 1 of Feller
(1971, p. 281) to the right-hand side of (a); if Ma(x) varies regularly with exponent
−(− a), we apply the same theorem to the right-hand side of (b). In both cases, we
obtain
Ma(x)
xaM0(x)
! 
− a (x !1);
which also holds even if  = 0 or  − a = 0, provided that =( − a) is interpreted
to be 0 or 1 according to  = 0 or  − a = 0, respectively. This implies the desired
assertion.
(ii) Denote by −I(x) the right-hand side of (b); then I(cbn) = P1k=n Ik , where
Ik = a
R cbk+1
cbk y
−a−1Ma(y) dy. By the monotonicity of Ma(:); Ma(cbk+1)(cbk)−a(1 −
b−a)6Ik6Ma(cbk)(cbk)−a(1− b−a); by the condition, for each > 0 and all k large
enough, Ma(cbk) lies between (d  )(cbk)−. These lead to a lower bound and an
upper bound of I(cbn) for n large enough, so that the conclusion follows from the
identity (b) with x = cbn.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 4.1,
EQ[ ~Z
p−1
1 ] = E[Z
p] and EQ[ ~A
p−1
1 ] = E
"
NX
i=1
Api
#
:
So by Lemmas 3.2 and 4.2, we see that for all p> 1, if
E[Zp−1]<1; E
" 
NX
k=1
Ak
!p#
<1 and E
"
NX
k=1
Apk
#
< 1;
then E[Zp]<1. Noting that EZ <1, an easy induction argument on n shows that,
for all n= 2; 3; : : : ; if
p 2 (n− 1; n]; E
" 
NX
k=1
Ak
!p #
<1 and E
"
NX
k=1
Apk
#
< 1;
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then E[Zp]<1. This gives the suciency of the conditions. The necessity is given
in Liu (1997a), and can be obtained as follows. Assume EZp <1. That is, EQ( ~Z)p−1
<1. So by Lemma 3.2, EQ( ~A1)p−1< 1. This just says E[
PN
k=1 A
p
k ]< 1. On the other
hand, by Jensen’s inequality, we have [E(Z jF1)]p6[E(ZpjF1)]; by Eq. (E), E(Z jF1)
= Y1. So
EYp1 = E[E(Z jF1)]p6E[E[ZpjF1]] = EZp <1:
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is the nished.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. By Lemma 4.1, we have
EQ[ ~A
−1
1 ] = E
"
NX
i=1
Ai
#
= 1 and EQ[ ~A
−1
1 log
+ ~A1] = E
"
NX
i=1
Ai log
+ Ai
#
<1;
by Theorem 2.1, EZ−1<1, so that by Lemma 4.2, EQ[ ~B−11 ]<1. Write M1(t) =
Q( ~Z > t); then M1(t)=
R1
t xPZ(dx). If the cascade is non-lattice, then by Lemma 3.3,
the limit
d= lim
t!+1 t
−1M1(t)
exists and is strictly positive and nite. By Lemma 4.3(i), this implies
lim
t!+1 t
P(Z > t) = d( − 1)=:
If the cascade is lattice with span h> 0, then by Lemma 3.3, for each x 2 R, the limit
d(x) = lim
n!1 e
(x+nh)(−1)M1(ex+nh)
exists with 0<d(x)<1 and d(x + h) = d(x) for all x 2 R. Using this for x = 0
together with Lemma 4.3(ii), we see that
0< lim inf
t!+1 e
nhP(Z > enh)6 lim sup
t!+1
enhP(Z > enh)<1;
and therefore 0< lim inf t!+1 tP(Z > t)6lim supt!+1 t
P(Z > t)<1 by the mono-
tonicity of P(Z > t).
Proof of Theorem 2.3. By Theorem 6 of Rosler (1992), we need only to prove that
(ii)) (i). Assume (ii). By Jensen’s inequality, we have, for all t 2 R,
EetZ = Eet(A1Z1++ANZN )
= E[E[et(A1Z1++ANZN )jF1]]
> E[eE[t(A1Z1++ANZN )jF1]]
= Eet(A1++AN ) = EetY1 :
Therefore for all t > 0; EetZ <1 implies EetY1 <1. On the other hand, (ii) implies
in particular that Z has nite moments of all orders, so that by Corollary 2.1 a.s. Ai61
if 16i6N .
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5. Hausdor and packing measures of the support of ! : Proof of Theorem 2.4
We rst give a necessary and sucient condition for 2 = 0.
Lemma 5.1. Assume (2:2). Then 2 = 0 if for some constant 0<a<1; a.s. Ai = a
whenever 16i6N and Ai > 0; and 2> 0 otherwise.
Proof. We rst remark that 2 is the variance of log ~A1:
2 = EQ(log ~A1)2 − (EQ log ~A1)2:
Therefore, 2 = 0 if and only if, for some constant 0<a<1; Q( ~A1 = a) = 1.
That is,
E
NX
i=1
Ai1fAi = ag= 1:
Because E
PN
i=1 Ai = 1, the last statement is equivalent to
E
NX
i=1
Ai(1− 1fAi = ag) = 0;
which just says that a.s., Ai = 0 or a for all 16i6N .
We next give a density theorem about the measure !.
Lemma 5.2. Assume (2:2) and 2> 0. Then for P-almost all ! 2 
 and !-almost
all i 2 I ;
lim sup
n!1
!(B(ijn))
 b(jB(ijn)j) =
(
0 if b>;
1 if b<:
and
lim inf
n!1
!(B(ijn))
 b(jB(ijn)j) =
(
0 if b>− ;
1 if b<− :
Proof. By the denition of !, we have
!(B(ijn)) = XijnZijn = eSn ~Zn; n>0;
where ~Zn(!; i) = Zijn(!);
S0 = 1 and Sn = log ~A1 +   + log ~An (n>1)
with ~Ak(!; i) = Aijk(!) (k>1). It is known that the sequence f ~Akg (k>1) is Q-
independent and identically distributed, with
EQ log ~A1 = E
NX
i=1
Ai logAi < 0:
(see Liu and Rouault, 1996, Lemma 10.) By the iterated logarithm law,
lim sup
n!1
Sn − EQSnp
22n log log n
= 1 Q-a:s:
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It follows that for Q-almost all (!; i) 2 (
; I) and all 0<< 1,
enE
PN
i=1
Ai log Ai+(1−)
p
22n log log n6 eSn
6 enE
PN
i=1
Ai log Ai+(1+)
p
22n log log n;
where the left inequality holds for innitely many n 2 N, while the right inequality
holds for all n 2 N suciently large. Moreover, it is known that if EZ log+Z <1,
then
lim
n!1
log ~Zn
n
= 0 Q-a:s:
[see Liu and Rouault (1996, Lemma 12) where the condition P(Z > 0) = 1 is not
needed.] Since EY1(log
+Y1)2<1 implies EZ log+Z <1 (cf. Biggins 1979, Section
4), it follows that for Q-almost all (!; i) 2 (
; I) and all n 2 N suciently large,
e−n6 ~Zn6en:
Consequently, for Q almost all (!; i) 2 (
; I) and all 0<< 1=2,
enE
PN
i=1
Ai log Ai+(1−2)
p
22n log log n6 eSn ~Zn
6 enE
PN
i=1
Ai log Ai+(1+2)
p
22n log log n;
where the left inequality holds for innitely many n 2 N, while the right inequality
holds for all n 2 N suciently large. Therefore, for Q almost all (!; i) 2 (
; I) and
all 0<< 1=2,
lim sup
n!1
eSn ~Zn
enE
PN
i=1
Ai log Ai+(1+2)
p
22n log log n
61
and
lim sup
n!1
eSn ~Zn
enE
PN
i=1
Ai log Ai+(1−2)
p
22n log log n
>1:
Hence, for Q almost all (!; i) 2 (
; I) and all 0<< 1=3,
lim sup
n!1
eSn ~Zn
enE
PN
i=1
Ai log Ai+(1+3)
p
22n log log n
= 0
and
lim sup
n!1
eSn ~Zn
enE
PN
i=1
Ai log Ai+(1−3)
p
22n log log n
=1:
Since jB(ijn)j = c−n; jB(ijn)j = c−n = enE
PN
i=1
Ai log Ai and for n large enough,
 b(jB(ijn)j)= c−neb
p
n(log c)log log(n log c), it follows that for Q almost all (!; i) 2 (
; I),
lim sup
n!1
!(B(ijn))
 b(jB(ijn)j) =
(
0 if b>;
1 if b<:
This gives the desired conclusion for limsup. The proof for liminf is similar, using
lim inf
n!1
Sn − EQSnp
22n log log n
=−1 Q-a:s:
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The Proof of Theorem 2.4 is then easy: the result is an immediate consequence of
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, using classical density theorems on Hausdor measures and
packing measures, see for example Dai and Taylor (1992, Section 5), Taylor and
Tricot (1985) or Taylor (1986, Section 4).
6. Other weighted martingales: Proof of Theorem 2.5
We rst verify that fY n g is a martingale. By the branching property, we have for
all n>0,
E[Y n+1jFn] = E
2
4 X
juj=n;u2T (!)
NuX
i=1
XuAui log
1
XuAui
Fn
3
5
=
X
juj=n;u2T (!)
Xu log
1
Xu
E
NX
i=1
Ai +
X
juj=n;u2T (!)
XuE
NX
i=1
Ai log
1
Ai
= Y n :
To prove the rest of part (a), we make use of some ideas of Biggins and Kyprianou
(1997, Sections 3 and 5) concerning multiplicative martingales. By a theorem of Liu
(1998), there is a solution  of (E0) satisfying
lim
t!0+
1− (t)
tjlog tj = 1:
Fix t > 0. It is easily seen that the sequence
M (n)(t) :=
Y
juj=n;u2T (!)
(Xut); n> 0;
is a martingale associated with fFng. This martingale is bounded, so has an almost
sure and L1 limit, M (t), satisfying EM (t) = (t). Since
lim
t!0+
−log(t)
t log 1t
= lim
t!0+
−log[1− (1− (t))]
t log 1t
= lim
t!0+
1− (t)
t log 1t
= 1
and maxjuj=n;u2T Xu6Yn ! a.s., we see that, for almost all ! and all > 0, there is
n(!; ) 2 N such that for all n>n(!; ), the number
−logM (n)(t) =−
X
juj=n;u2T (!)
log(Xut)
lies between
(1 )
X
juj=n;u2T (!)
Xut log
1
Xut
= (1 )[tY n + t log
1
t
Yn:
Therefore a.s.
lim
n!1Y

n =−logM (1) and logM (t) = t logM (1)
and Eet logM (1) =EelogM (t) =EM (t)=(t): Taking Z=−logM (1) ends the proof of
part (a).
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The proof of part (b) is easy, using the stable transformation due independently to
Durrett and Liggett (1983) and Guivarc’h (1990). In fact, applying Theorem 2.0(a)
for fAi g instead of fAig, we see that Y ()n converge a.s. to a non-negative random Z
with
lim
t!0+
1− (t)
t
= 1 where (t) = Ee−tZ :
(That is, EZ = 1.) Since (t) = E
QN
i=1 (A

i t), it is easily veried that (t) = (t
)
satises (E0). To see that  is a Laplace transform of a probability distribution on
[0;1), it suces to notice that, if X is a non-negative random variable with Laplace
transform X (t) = e−t

and independent of Z, then  is the Laplace transform of
XZ1= . This gives part (b) of the theorem.
Note added in proof. This work corresponds to the preprint Liu (1997b). Since the
paper was written, A. Rouault has attracted our attention to a paper by J. Neveu
[Multiplicative martingales for spatial branching processes, in Seminar in Stochastic
Processes (ed. E. Cinlar, K.L. Chung and R.K. Getoor), Progress in Probability and
Statistics, 1983, 15, 223{242, Birkhauser, Boston], where a result similar to Theorem
2.5(a) was established for the branching Brownian motion. In a work independent
of ours, A.E. Kyprianou [Slow variation and uniqueness of solutions to the functional
equation in the branching random walk, J. Appl. Prob. 1998, 35, 795{801] has obtained
a variant of Theorem 2.5(a) for the branching random walk.
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